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Dragon?

Dragon?

Dragon?
Have you seen her lately?

Can you help me call for Dragon?
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It’s almost time for her first day of 
school, and I can’t find her anywhere!

What’s that you say?
She’s under the bed?

She must be feeling a little nervous. 
Can you tickle her tail to encourage  

her to come out for breakfast?
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That helped! The castle cooks have made her  
a super-duper, scrumptious 
dragon breakfast. We don’t 

want it to get cold.

Eat up, Dragon!

 Show Dragon how you sniff the air.



friend to show her that school can be fun!

I think she needs a
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That must be the Princess and Prince. It’s their first day, too. 
The King and Queen have asked them to walk Dragon to school.

Ding-
Dong!

Look! Is Dragon trying to hide?

Poor Dragon.

Raise your hand if you want to help her.
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Let’s all take a deep breath. You’ve got this!

We will be brave togethertogether.



Will you show her how to sit?
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At Village School, the day always begins with a cheery  
“Good morning!” before Circle Time and a favorite story.

Dragon might need someone to show her how to 
sit crisscross applesauce. It’s a bit tricky  

for Dragons.Oh, no! 
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On Dragon’s first day of school, there are so many new things to learn. 

Color Color ratiosratios

Weight Weight 
distributiondistribution

Kinetic 
Kinetic energy

energy

GravityGravity

Tail-eye 
Tail-eye coordination

coordination
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It’s time for music class with the merry musicians. 
Making quiet and loud sounds can be so much fun.

Let’s chant:

What did Dragon do?
Oh, no! 
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Dragon accidentally breathed fire and burned  
the tree when she roared. Mistakes can happen  

even when we’re having fun.
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Now might be a good 
time for some lunch. 

Thumbs up  if  you agree.

Let’s give Dragon a reassuring pat.
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Hmm. The Princess and 
Prince aren’t here yet.

Dragon doesn’t know who to sit with. 
Do you see any empty seats? 

Yes! 
Right here!
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Dragon nervously walks over and asks the 
boy if he would like company. Dragon is brave  
and talks to him, even though she’s nervous. 
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And the Princess and Prince join them, too.
Dragon is starting to look a lot more relaxed.

So relaxed that she accidentally knocks over the 
milk! The Prince’s sandwich is now all soggy.

He said YES!
Oh, no! 

 Dragon huffs and puffs out fire— 
and turns the sandwich into grilled cheese!

What’s Dragon 
doing now?
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Wow! This tastes great!   
How thoughtful, Dragon.

And all it took was  
being herself. 

Everyone lines up to talk to Dragon!

Rub your tummy if you’d like one of Dragon’s grilled cheese sandwiches, too.Rub your tummy if you’d like one of Dragon’s grilled cheese sandwiches, too.
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You’ve got this, Jester!

Now it’s time for math class with a juggling jester! 

Let’s count along.

Easy peasy! 

Even grown-ups feel nervous sometimes.

      Oops!Mistakes can  
happen even when 
we’re having fun.
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At Village School, the day always ends the same  
way it began: with Circle Time and a favorite story.

Well . . . almost the same.
It looks like Dragon loved her day after all! 

Nod your head  if  you agree.
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I wonder how Dragon will feel 
about her second day of school?
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